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In this Comment I discuss the application of the dynamic systems approach to the stability
analysis of relativistic open cosmological models. Although the method is powerful and in principle
applicable to more realistic situations than those discussed here, I point out that an analysis recently
carried out is Aawed by a wrong assumption on the allowed range for a scale parameter q and by a
misinterpretation of the perturbation variables. Perturbations in models with the equation of state
p = wp (0 ( w =const& 1) either have a sound wave character or asymptotically decay; for w = 0
(dust) all the perturbations asymptotically reach a constant value. A Laplace instability is found
only for the unphysical values m & 1.
PACS number(s): 98.80.Hw

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent series of papers (see Refs. [1,2] and ref-
erences therein), Woszczyna and colleagues considered
the application of the dynamic systems approach to
the analysis of the stability of the Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) models with respect to linear
inhomogeneous perturbations. As in Ref. [1], I shall fo-
cus here on relativistic perturbations of open models with
the equation of state p = top, with tv =const (0 & tv & 1
is the Zeldovich interval). Open and fiat FLRW models
expand for an infinite amount of time [3], and therefore
one can apply standard stability criteria: In particular,
one can establish if a cosmic dynamic system, i.e. , a cos-
mological model, is able or not to return to the original
homogeneous state (instability in the Liapunov sense) or
if the perturbation will grow indefinitely (instability in
the Laplace sense). For fiat models, however, perturba-
tion equations can be analytically solved, and therefore
the behavior of perturbations at late times can be deter-
mined directly.

For open models the situation is generally much more
complicated. In general, in the gauge-invariant approach
to cosmological perturbations the scalar [4] perturbation
variable (I shall consider specific perturbation measures
later) satisfies a second-order (in some time variable) dif-
ferential equation. If one restricts attention to the har-
monic component (see Sec. IIA) X of the perturbation
measure, its evolution is given by an ordinary difFerential
equation

X+n(t)X+P(t)X =0,
where t here is the proper time, the dot indicates a deriva-
tive with respect to t, and hereafter I shall closely fol-
low the notation in Ref. [1). When it is not possible to

O' = A(A —1)( s + tv), (3)

where the prime refers to the derivative with respect to
r = lnas. With this choice of independent variable [5],
Eq. (1) becomes

X"+ @X'+(X = 0,
where

@(0)= + —n(A)
8 1

1 1 1= ———-(1+3tv)Q + —cz(B),3 6 8
C(f1) = 8,P(f1)

(5)

(6)

and the second step in (5) is given by the Raychaud-

find a simple solution to (1), a qualitative analysis of its
properties is useful in order to determine the late-time
behavior of the perturbations. The time-dependent coef-
ficients a and P are known functions of time only if the
background universe model is fiat; otherwise, their time
dependence cannot be exphcitly determined in general,
and one should add to (1) the evolution equations for
them in order to have an autonomous system. There-
fore, it is useful to think of a and P as known functions
of a parameter, and add to (1) the evolution equation
of the parameter itself. A sensible choice followed by
Woszczyna is the density parameter 0, which in a FLRW
model satisfies the equation

0 = A(A —1)(si + to)8,
where 8 = 3H = 3a/a is the expansion of the cosmic
fiuid, a is the FLRW scale factor, and H is the Hubble
parameter. Dividing (2) by 8, one gets
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huri equation governing the evolution of 0 (see, e.g. ,

Ref. [6]). In this way the problem is reduced to a third-
order autonomous system, given by (3) and (4) (or a
corresponding pair of first-order equations); also, Eq. (3)
forms an autonomous erst-order subsystem. Here, one is
not really interested in the evolution law of X, but rather
in its qualitative behavior. Because of this, it is conve-
nient to proceed to a further dimensional reduction of the
phase space, which it is immediately achieved passing to
the Riccati equation corresponding to (4). Introducing
Y = X' and

M = Y'/X = X'/X,
'R= QX2+ Yz,

(7)

(8)

(10)

while the evolution of 0 is still given by (3). The vari-
able 'R represents an "amplitude" of the perturbation
and is not relevant to the present analysis. Since (10)
and (3) constitute an autonomous subsystem, one can
restrict the analysis to the phase space (M, 0). The rele-
vant variable here is M: When it is positive we have either
a growing density enhancement or an increasing energy
deficit, while 4' & 0 indicates that the inhomogeneity is
decreasing [note that from its definition (7) M is a tangent
in the original phase space (X,Y); thus —oo & M & oo].
One is therefore interested in the nature of the critical
points (if any) on the 0 = 0 axis (the final state of the
cosmological dynamical system): A stable node on the
M ) 0 semiaxis will indicate that the given perturbation
mode will indefinitely grow, thus giving a Laplace insta-
bility; a stable node on the M & 0 semiaxis will indicate
that the given perturbation mode will finally decay; i.e.,
the system is stable with respect to that perturbation; a
stable node on M = 0 means that the perturbation will
asymptotically approach a constant value; i.e. , the sys-
tem is Liapunov unstable, but still stable in the sense of
Laplace. Finally, if there are no critical points on the
0 = 0 axis, the perturbation maintains a sound wave
character at any time.

In the following, I will refer to Woszczyna [1] (and ref-
erence therein) for the general analysis of the system (10)
(3), and I will discuss where the application of that analy-
sis to the perturbation equations of Bardeen [7] and Ellis
and co-workers [6, 8, 9] (see also Ref. [10]) is flawed by a
wrong assumption on the allowed range for a scale pa-
rameter q and by a misinterpretation of the perturbation
variables.

II. PERTURBATION DYNAMICS

A. Variables and equations

The first attempt to consider a gauge-invariant ap-
proach to cosmological perturbations is due to Bardeen.

Woszczyna passes in the new phase space ('R, M, A),
where

7V M(l —g —QU)
R M~+1

(12)

where h b = g b+ u ub is the projector orthogonal to the
four-velocity of matter u; since in a FLBW background
the hypersurfaces orthogonal to u are homogeneous, 'V~

is a gauge-invariant perturbation variable. 'V can be
expanded in terms of gauge-dependent quantities, and
retaining only first-order terms one obtains [6]

V. = —qas Q&'& —3a'(1+ m)(v&'& —a&'~)Qi'&,

where also a harmonic expansion has been carried out,
and a "sum" over the harmonic components is under-

stood; here Q~ is essentially the gradient of the scalar
harmonic Q, Q is the vector (solenoidal) harmonic,
and v~ ~ and B~ ~ are the vector components of the mat-
ter velocity and shift. If we decompose D in harmonic
components and we neglect vorticity (i.e. , we assume irro-
tational perturbations), we get from the above equation
that the scalar harmonic component D~~~ of D is pro-

portional to s'~. Since aQ is constant with respect to
proper time [6], given the equation [9, 6] satisfied by D,
clearly D~~& and e'~ satisfy the same difFerential equation
(1), with coefficients

Q ——'W

(1 —ui)(1+3~) (ez 3 ) q~

2 ( 3 a2) az

(14)

where an open universe FLRW model has been assumed.
Finally, we point out that a scalar variable satisfying (1)
with coefficients (14) and (15) can be locally defined [9]
on taking the divergence of 'D (see also Ref. [10]).

The relation (13) gives to s~ a physical meaning as
the scalar harmonic component of the covariant gradient
'D~. In his paper, Bardeen [7] provided a second-order
equation for the variable pa e~, using conformal time as
independent variable. Using this equation, it is trivial

In his paper [7] Bardeen introduced a perturbation vari-
able

= b'+ 3(1+ia) —(v&o~ —B~ l),
which represents a purely density perturbation 6 in the
velocity orthogonal slicing in which v~ ~ —B& ~ = 0, where
v&o& and B~ ~ are, respectively, the coordinate velocity of
matter and the shift of the coordinates with respect to the
normal of the slicing. Actually, 6, v~0~, and B&0& are the
harmonic components in a given space of scalar harmonic
functions Q, i.e., the eigenfunctions of V2Q = —q2Q,
where qz is the eigenvalue, and the suffix in v&0& and B&0&

distinguish the scalar component of these variables from
the vector component [6, 7]. Thus the gauge-invariant
variable s was defined as a linear combination of the
gauge-dependent variables 6, v~0&, and B~o~.

However, a different approach can be followed in look-
ing for gauge-invariant quantities: Indeed, a covariantly
defined quantity which exactly vanishes in a given space-
time is a gauge-invariant perturbation of that space-time
[11]. A convenient choice of variable describing density
inhomogeneities is [8]
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to obtain the corresponding equation for s in terms of
proper time derivatives, and to show [even not knowing
the relation (13)] that s'~ and D&'~l satisfy the same equa-
tion. This fact was indeed used by Hwang and Uishniac
[12] to formally identify s~ and D~.

Thus D~ql and e' have the same dynamic and they
come to the same conclusions regarding the stability anal-
ysis of a given cosmological model. In Ref. [1], however,
this point is missed, and from the difFerent dynamical
behavior of pa s~ and D~ql it is argued that the s~ and
'D~ql give different results in the stability analysis of the
background universe model, a fact clearly only due to the
time dependence of the factor pa3.

B. Stability analysis

The number q [appearing also in (11)]represents a scale
for the corresponding perturbation. For a flat FLRW
model, q ) 0, and it represents the wave number, related
to the wavelength A of the perturbation by q = 2m/A, but
such an interpretation for q cannot be directly extended
to the case of open FLRW models, for which qz ) 1 [13,
14]. However, in analogy with the flat case and the Jeans
criteria, I shall in the following refer to small scales for
those perturbations with q ) q„;t, and to large scales for
those with q ( q„;&.

In his paper, Woszczyna considered the dynamics of
(1), (14), and (15), where X in (1) is identified with
the harmonic component D~~l of D . In doing thisho, w-

ever, he neglected that the eigenvalue q of the Helmholtz
equation that appears in (15) is restricted by qz ) 1 in
open models [13, 14]. Unfortunately, this restriction in-
validates most of his conclusions [1]. As I briefly summa-
rized in the Introduction, the actual stability analysis is
carried out in the {Q,0) plane. As shown by Woszczyna

[1] (to which I refer again for the general analysis), criti-
cal points on the 0 = 1 axis always exist (their existence
is independent from q), while critical points on the 0 = 0
axis (those relevant the the final fate of the perturbation)
appear as the real zeros of the right-hand side of (10) if
and only if q & qgpjg However, if we take into account
that q ) 1 in open models [13,14], the inequality (44) in
Ref. [1] should be substituted by [15]

(3~ —1)'
1 4 q + qgpjt (16)

where I used qz ) 1 because q = 1 is a gauge mode [7].
Thus the further restriction q2 ) 1 implies that we must
have either iv & 1/9 or to ) 1 for the existence of crit-
ical points. Then using the same arguments of Ref. [1]
one can easily establish that a stable node can appear
on the M ) 0 semiaxis only for to ) 1, while the stable
nodes that satisfy (16) for vi ( 1/9 appear on the M & 0
semiaxis. Thus one has a Laplace instability (perturba-
tions indefinitely growing) for open models only for the
unphysical equations of state given by vi ) 1, while for
vj ( 1/9 the perturbations finally decay, and the corre-
sponding model is stable. The case of pure dust, given
by vi = 0, is peculiar, in that one can see from (15) that
the perturbation equation (1) (and thus the equations
that follows from it) does not depend on q in this case,

and a stable node appears on M = 0 on the 0 = 0 axis.
Thus all the perturbations have the same evolution in
this case, and their final fate is to asymptotically reach
a constant value: Dust-filled open FLRW models are Li-
apunov unstable but Laplace stable, a fact well known
in the literature. For models with 1/9 & iv & 1 all the
perturbations with q ) 1 show a pure sound wave charac-
ter, a behavior also shown by perturbations with a scale
q ) q«, i in models with either iv & 1/9 or vi ) l. In
Fig. 1, I present the {M,0) phase pictures of some char-
acteristic cases, for the range 0 & 0 & 1 (the complete
range for 0) and —1 & M & 1. Since M is a tangent in
the original {X,Y') space, —oo ( M & oo; the general
trajectory starts from an unstable node on the 0 = 1
axis, and evolves toward the 0 = 0 axis. Critical points
on the axis appear in pairs, with[1) Lk(ni) & M(si) and
M(so) ( U(no) (si, ni and so, no denote, respectively,
the saddle point and the node appearing on the 0 = 1
and 0 = 0 axis); thus, those trajectories that are directed
on the right of se evolve directly to no, while those that
are directed on the left of si "go around" the M axis, exit
the pictures from the left, and reenter from the right, and
end up in no. When there are no critical points on the
axis 0 = 0, all the trajectories go "around and around"
in evolving toward 0 = 0: They are sound waves.

Figure l(a) refers to a dust iv = 0 FLRW model: All
the trajectories end up on no, at 4' = 0 = 0; i.e., they
evolve asymptotically to a constant value. Figures 1(b)
and 1(c) show the portrait of a model with iv = O. l
(thus iv & 1/9), respectively, for a large-scale pertur-
bation with q = 1.05 & q„;t and for a small scale with

q ) q«;i, in the former case we have a stable node on
M ( 0, i.e. , a decaying perturbation, while in the latter
we have a sound wave. Figures 1(d) and 1(e) refer to
a radiation-filled model with ur = 1/3 (iv ) 1/9); there
are no critical points satisfying (16) in this case, and all
the perturbations have a sound wave character, irrespec-
tive of their scale q. Finally, Figs. 1(f) and 1(g) refer
to the unphysical case of iv = 1.1: In this case (w ) 1)
a stable node appears on the M ) 0 semiaxis, and the
perturbations with q & q«;i grow indefinitely [Fig. 1(f)],
while those with q ) q«;i show the sound wave behavior
[Fig. 1(g)]

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this Comment I reconsidered the stability analy-
sis of relativistic open FLRW models recently carried
out by Woszczyna [1]. The study of stability here is
based on the qualitative analysis of the evolution of the
covariantly defined gauge-invariant variable [8] D [see
Eq. (12)]. The advantage of using this variable follows
from his "uniqueness": D is the only dimensionless eo-
variant and gauge-invariant variable that can be defined
to measure density inhomogeneities. In this sense, 'D~

provides a unambiguous description of perturbation evo-
lution: While Bardeen's variable [7] s~ gains physical
significance as the first-order expansion of D in terms of
gauge-dependent quantities [6] [thus the dynamical be-
havior of these two variables is the same; see Eq. (13)),
other first-order gauge-invariant variables (e.g. , see sg in
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(ii) w= 0 q =1.05 (b) w = 01 q = 1.05-

(C) w=01 q=5 (Q ) w = 1/3 q = 1.05

0
-1

(e) w=1/3 q=5 (f) w=1.1 q=1.05

0
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FIG. 1. Thhe trajectories and the critical points (open and solid circles, respectivel re resent
d o ddl'' h h

wi i erent m. Since only the interval —1 & M & 1 is r'th d'fF
asa e~ in e p ase space M 0 —oo oo x are shown for perturbations in universe modelo es

t . S' ' — is represented (on the abscissa), trajectories that exit from th l ft f th
gures reenter from the ri ht ~see Sec. II 8, . ~ &

ec. ~. &a& In the dust m = 0 case, the stable node appears at M = 0 = 0, and thus this
model is Liapunov unstable, but Laplace stable. For a model with m = 0.1 ( 1/9, (b) the stable node a
large-scale perturbations withi q q«iq, which thus decay, while (c) small-scale perturbations with )~~ t e stable node appears on M & 0 for

For a radiation universe to = 1 3
q o q,»~ are sound waves.

show
& 1 9, there are no critical points on the 0 = 0 axis and ll th t b t' '~d~

the same wave behavior. Finally, for the unphysical case 10 = 1.1 ) 1 (f) a stable
n a e per ur ations '~d~ and e

for lar e-scaleg sca e perturbations, which then grow unbounded, while (g) small-scale perturbations are sound waves~ ~
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(g ) w = 1.1 q
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FIG. 1. (Continued).

Ref. 7 y o a covariant mea-o not correspond directly t
sure of density inhornogeneities, and can ive ifF

conclusions in th t b'1'e s a i ity analysis.
I found that for the allowed value of th 1

eter the
e o e sca e param-

q e generic perturbation either has a sound
character (for 1/9 & tii & ) etu & l'j, whatever the scale of the
perturbation, or (for 0 ( to ( 1/9)/ ) q„;t exists such that

scales"
er e perturbation asymptotically de (f

q q„;t) or has again a sound wave beha '

~ . y p ysically interesting exceptionq & q«, ,). The onl h sic
is given by the dust i'tii =
perturbation modes [16] tend to an asym totic va

su . ina y, "large-scale" perturbations
can grow in universe models with 1 (i m & ~i.e. , for an

matter .
quation of state harder than that of th Za o e eldovich stiiF

Thus the results here are uare qualitatively difFerent from

re ativistic open models have a late-time evolution which
is qualitatively difFerent from that of ertur

be
mo els: Their behavior seems to

e quite counterintuitive, and dominated b a eg
c ue o t e curvature of the assumed

background. Of course, the results of the qualitative
analysis presented here should b t k
saltsa, without any direct inference re ardin
mation. Ind d th' b' '

y
'

is
i h f of

ee is sta ility anal sis is
e a e o the perturbation at t ~ oo whil

n . oreover, at a certain point of their
evolution the inhomogeneities (at least for certain ini-
tial conditions in a dust universe
w i e t"e present a roachl

niverse ecome nonlinear and7

o owing nonlinear evolution should show that the inho-
mogeneities can eventually grow. In th'n is respect, this is

a we may expect on the grounds of the re
act nonlinear

n s o e results of ex-
' ear perturbations such as those described b

the swiss cheese model [17].
ose escri e y
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